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Is The Corporation Dead?
'. .
The author is the Chairman of
the Board for three corporations
and served as a member of the
Environmental Task Force for
the White House Conference on
Youth.
educators complained of apathy
and conformity on the campus,
personnel officers reported that
applicants put a higher priority
on the corporate retirement plan'
and benefit program than in the
challenge of the job itself of
moving down life's green
fairways to the 19th hole in the
sky,
by Dan W. lufkin
Twenty years ago, the
playwright Arthur Miller
shocked the American public
But even these smallwith his modern tragedy, Death
imperfections could notof a salesman. In that play, an
individual was destroyed by the outweigh the massive promise of
system. A man who had given everlasting prosperity. Corporate
his life to the corporation was profits surged ahead in a
chewed up and spit out by that seemingly endless ascending arc.
soul-less organization when his Cities overflowed into the
usefulness had ended. As grim countryside. Highways crowded
arid as inhuman as Willie out the small landowner-and
luman's fate seemed, few automobiles clogged the
doubted that the portrayal was. highways. Factories worked '24
accurate. The corporation hour peacetime shifts to provide
seemed all-powerful, a blend of enou~h goods to satisfy ~he
technology and human ambition rapacious demands of a nation
which, in satisfying the demands' 0 f c ~ n sum e r s . l a r g e
f th . idl corporations swallowed smallero e mass, was mov.l.ngrapi y h I
f ones as t e cong o rner-away rom dependence on the h d db' I
individual. ~te- ea e. y a se~mmg y
Infallible b u s i n e s s
wizard-became the symbol of
the endless vitality and diversity
of the American economy.
Throughout the 1950's and
early 1960's the concept of
corporate supremacy pervaded
every aspect of American
life-though ·there were some
disturbing signs to ber perceived,
it is true. William H. Whyte
wrote of the "organization man"
in relatively unflattering terms;
Then something began to
happen to tarnish the brightness
of this American dream.
Television comics had joked
about smog and the terrors of
the Los Angeles freeway. But
now millions began to
experience them. Junior
executives whose companies
shipped them like freight to a
succession of cracker-box
suburbs began to find that life's
amenities were always
somewhere beyond the horizon.
The poor, the black, the
disadvantaged, the Puerto Rican,
the Mexican American began to
demand their due from the
profits of the corporate state.
And then, -In Archibald
MacLeish's poetry "quite
suddenly the top blew off." The
soaring sixties began to sputter
and die-caught in the. morass of
a protracted war-a decaying
environment-an urban crisis-a
youth rebellion-and a rising
crescendo of crime,violenc,
drugs, and assorted obscenities.
Twenty years after Willie
Loman was destroyed by the
establishment, his grandson was
throwinq rocks at it, planting
bombs in it, advocating its
overthrow. Is it any wonder that
thoughtful men Can seriously ask
"Is the Corporation Dead?" and
not really be certain of the
answer.
From the top of our society
.down there is a lack of faith in
authority and a disbelief in old
dreams. In a recent poll of
students, 66% said they believed
the President was not telling the
truth. A majority felt that their
education was irrelevant and
they admitted to a total lack of
a value system. They thought
that American society was
rapidly becoming a mere
(See CORPORATION, p, 7) .
Violence And The American
"The President's first
reaction to the shooting of
Senator Robert F. Kennedy this
morning was that 'there are no
words equal to the horror of this
tragedy. ",
Perhaps it was to find those
words "equal to the horror" or
rather to formulate an
expression of our national grief,
arising from the previous months
of violence, climaxing in another
sneseless killing that ultimately
deemed President Johnson and
millions of other Americans, the
effects of violence were readily
apparent. Most notably there
was the death of one President,
John F. Kennedy, a black
peaceful revolutionary, Martin
Luther King and now another
Kennedy. All three at the time
of their deaths were working to
change the America they saw to
the America that could be.
Everyone at the time seemed
to have his answer to the
problem days after the Kennedy
assassination. Ronald Reagan
stated," ... in most instances
violence and law breaking in this
country had been encouraged by
demagogic statements ..." What
made reactions to the report as
well as the problem interesting,
was the forthcoming Presidential
campaign. "Law and order"
became a leading political issue.
At the Republican convention
one of the many platform
battles contested the solution to
America's problem of violence.
During the platform battles
arose the comment from one
candidate whose forces
dominated the happenings of the
convention-Richard Nixon,
who stated: " ... It is too late for
more commissions to study
violence, it is time for
government to stop it ..."
How to "stop it" was the
dilemma that faced the
commission and continues to
haunt Mr. Nixon today. The
answers for Mr. Nixon were
simple-" ...We must cease as well
the granting of special
immunities and moral sanctions
to those who deliberately violate
public laws...even when in the
name of peace, civil rights,
anti-poverty or academic
reform ..." afterall " ...our cities
free from violence and our
campuses centers for learning
rather than for outrage and
insurrection ..." Mr. Nixon's
answer denotes an approach to
the problem that a number of
persons have adopted , namely
that there is no justification for
violating the law. It was the
same issue with which the Nixon
and Reagan forces confronted
John Lindsay at the Republican
convention. It was Lindsay who
called for a war on the social
causes of crime and violence,
while Nixon and Reagan asked
for a war on crime-" ...a militant
.crusade against crime 'because
the right to be free from
domestic voilence has become a
forgotten civil right .. ,"
More importantly Nixon's
remarks unveil a myriad of
questions unanswered today as.
to why the laws are being tested.
Doesn't the underlying question
become, as the commission itself
reported, unnoticed by most
persons' " ... Increasingly, those
who protest speak of civil
disobedience or even revolution
as necessary instruments of
effecting needed social change,
charging that the processes of
lawful change built into the
system are inadequate to the
task ...," the very adequacy of
the system, an adequacy which
the commission failed to
challange.
While the commsision speaks
of the fears of civil disobedience
andresistance leading to anarchy
.and revolution, nowhere is the
problem of violence put in the
context of conflict of values and
a testing within the system or
the system being changed. 'The
report is devoid of the very
feeling which created the initial
study, namely the crisis in
America concerning violence and
the American dream. Instead
much of the report looks merely
at the incidence of violence in
America.
Its report on the media is an
example of the Commission's
failure to grasp television as a
part of the system. The
apporach to the study of the
media shows a failure to relate
the media as an instrument of
the system which portrayed the
fallacies of the system.
It is not poverty afterall that
spreads revolution but rather the
knowledge that it's not
Dream
universal. Television showed the
discrepency of what was and
what could be. Television
"showed the symbols of the good
life-democracy, new cars,
travel, new refrigerators; good
housing. Television itself was in
a sense color blind for it didn't
realize blacks were watching and
yet blacks weren't participating.
The black said, "I should be able
(See EDWARDS, p. 6)
SBA Meeting Erupts
Into Violence
mm was graced with obscenities and threats and ended in physical r~:
:r: violence when Evening Division Vice President Donald Haid mm
. m:: grabbed Third Year Representative Channing Hartelius by the 1~1
m:: shirt collar, ripping it open and burning Hartelius' neck with a !~r
\\1 cigar. . II~
:m: Earlier in the meeting Haid had threatened to "beat up" ~t
:r: Hartelius. After adjournment Haid told him firmly that if he III
:r: crossed him again he would "pound him into the ground." ~It
ti: When Hartelius informed Haid that he would not be ~I:l
~tintimidated and that he would do as he wished, Haid made his ~r:
If! grab.' )1
. t;: The feud began half-way through the meeting when a move Itr~:for an interim SBA budget, favored by Haid, was defeated six ::1
If! to two. After the defeat Haid continued to discuss the issue j:@
r~~and Hartelius called for a point of order. Hartelius claimed !}
\t! that Haid's remarks were out of order as the measure had ~~t
1!:alreadybeen defeated, Haid then shouted his opponent down 1::1::
!:t with "Fuck you, Channing." it
~II Representative Hartelius has asked Haid to apologize and to m
t~,pay for the destroyed shirt. Haid's refusal has led Hartelius to K:
~t a decision to file a formal complaint with the GWU Student ~:t
~:tCourt. If a trial is held observers believe it may create a final ~\t
m~debacle for the SBA. SBA President David Bandeon, the :m:
~:Ii: 'Student Court's prosecutor, may be forced to prosecute a iII::
!~!~~!fellowSBA officer. ~m!~
r:: With respect to student business the meeting ended ~r!
t:juneventfully with the passage of a resolution calling for ~t
i~rfurther postponement of the budget finalization until next 'm@
Ij::!I::::::~:~:~i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::;::;~:::::::::::::::::::!
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Environmental
HEADNOTE: This is the first of
three articles by Dennis Koehler,
second-year student at the
National Law Centerand former
Intelligence Officer with the
U.S. Army 25th Infantry
Division. He has served two
tours of duty in Vietnam and.
has ex tensive first-hand
knowledge of the environmental
havoc the U.S. Military is
inflicting on the countryside.
In an earlier day, military
officers half-joked about ending
the Vietnamese conflict by
plowing over the whole country,
.coverinq it with asphalt, and
turning it into a giant parking
lot. The appalling scope of our
defoliation operations there,
added to our wholesale
devegetation by bombing and
bulldozing vast portions of land
considered to be "contested
areas," leads one to believe that
yesterday's . joke is becoming
today's reality.
Americans are quick to
dismiss war's destructiveness,
particularly in distant lands.
with condoning cliches like "war
is hell"-no matter how terrible
and senseless such destruction
may be. In Vietnam today,
however, we are creating a
special kind of hell for that
country's inhabitants through
total environmental warfare, of a
kind unprecedented in human
history. This new Vietnamese
hell consists of vast areas of land
and forest literally stripped bare
of all vegetation; of rice fields
yellowed by massive doses of
pe rs iste nt herbicides; of a
landscape permanently scarred
by thousands upon thousands of
gaping bomb craters; of huge
fruit and rubber plantations
devasted by bombs, plows, and
defoliants; and of hundreds of
thousands of people forced to
flee miserable refuge camps and
squalid cities because of the
total destruction of their
ancestral lands.· The totality of
this environmental warfare is not
surprising in view of the
synergistic effect in Vietnam of
America's warped sociological,.
frustrated military, and grossly
negligent environmental
attitudes.
Racial Prejudice
The patronizing racial
attitudes which most white
Americans hold toward
non-whites have found
QUOTES... From The Collection Of Stuart Rawlings
"I have very sensitive nostrils. If the stench of
fraud fills my courtroom, I'm not going to be
bound by the four corners of a contract. I'm
going to look between the lines for maggots."
-,Judge Peter Katsufrakis
"Criminals do not die by the hands of the
law. They die by the hands of other men."
-George Bernard Shaw
"1 yield to no man ... in the firm, vigorous
belief in the principles of white supremacy and I,
shall always be so governed."
. -Judge G. Harold Carswell
(1948)
"Ask what kind of world do you want to live
in? What are you good at and want to work at to
build that world? What do you need to know?
Demand that your teachers teach you that."
-Prince Kropotkin in
"A Letter to the Young"
"Free the Indianapolis 500"
-11 M.R.£¥. 3rd at 2nd Door
"The tree of liberty must be replenished from
time to time with the blood of patriots and
tyrants. Itis its natural manure."
- ThomasJefferson
"Remember the guys in college who used to
raise their hands just to hear themselves talk?
They all went to law school."
-Men's Room, basementStockton Hall
"1 do not agree with what you say, but I'll
defend to the death you r right to say it."
.. .. . :"'Voltaire
Warfare
particularly savage expression in when most of the il1telligence
Vietnam. Most of the military they receive is on "nickel and
there scorn the :Vietnamese as dime" targets; reports locating
incompetent subhumans, proper Viet Cong meeting places, small
objects of condescension or arms caches, daytime hideouts,
'pity. Our military scoffs at the etc. are received with comments
ARVN's (Army of the Republic like, "Why can't you spooks give
of Vietnam) inability to organize me something I can use ...like,
and fight a decent war, while at where's the 'Cu Chi Battalion'
the same time a much superior located?" Rather than scale
American army is unable to down their thinking to fit the
defeat an equally-Vietnamese opposition, they keep searching
enemy. The comment of a U.S. for that elusive -rnajor
Marine officer at an artillery fire confrontation by persisting in
base near Danang is typical: "search and destroy" or
"reconnaissance in force"
"I like to take a look
[through my binoculars] around operations, in which our troops
leave their fire bases early in the
chowtime to see if I can get me a
couple goonies (Vietcong) for morning, sweep the neighboring
. area in general cloverleaf
dinner." (Washington Post, Oct. patterns, and return by late
24, 1970, at A8, col. 1) F h hafternoon. ew w 0 ave served
Americans simply aren't in a combat unit in Vietnam
concerned about what happens would deny the failure of such
to the people they call "qooks"
or "slopeheads"-and certainly techniques, which would more
are n't 'bothered by the appropriately be described as
systematic, coldly efficient w.ay "walks in the woods, hoping to
we are utilizing all of our stumble across something." And
when these aimless: immensely
technolgical skills to destroy
"gook country," frustrating operations produce
nothing but G.!. booby trap
casualties day after day,
commanders feel pressured to
report any sort of positive
accomplishment; thus the
emphasis on enemy crop acreage
destroyed, ambush sites cleared,
bunkers uncovered, etc.
NEXT
ISSUE: The author will detail
the scope of our environmental
destruction in Vietnam through
the use, of techniques such as
saturation bombing, Rome
plowing, and massive herbicide
applications..
Military Frustration
The U.S. Command's
scorched earth. policy in
Vietnam has been pursued
chiefly out of its frustration at
being unable to "find and fix"
the enemy in the classic military
manner. Simply put, U.S.
combat commanders are trained
to think in terms of bringing'
massive combat power to bear
upon sizable. fixable enemy
forces-a posture rarely assumed
by our enemy in Vietnam. These
commanders become" frustrated
Why Nacrelli
TO PASS THE- BAR EXAM'I
Because
90~ OF NACRElli STUDENTSPASSEDTHE lAST VA. EXAM
1334 G STIER, NW,' WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005,
THE NACRElli BAR REVIEW SCHOOL HAS' THE KNOW-HOW
IT IS THE ACKNOWlEDGED LEADERIN ITS FIELD
IT HAS BEEN IN EXISTENCEFOR MORE THAN 30 YEARS
ITS OUTSTANDING RECORDSPEAKS FOR ITSELF
84"0 OF NACRELLISTUDENTSPASSEDTHE LAST D.C. EXAM
OVER 20,000 NACRELLISTUDENTSARE MEMBERS.OF THE BAR
THE NACRELLIBAR REVIEW SCHOOL IS THE OLDEST,LARGESTAND MOST
SUCCESSFULBAR REVIEW SCHOOLIN METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON
----·FOUR WEEK.D.C & MD. COURSESTARTSNOV. 23- DEC.22----
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE - 2 SEPARATE SECTIONS:
SECTION A: 1:30-3:30 P.M. - SECTION B:6:15-S:15P.M. - MON. THRU FBI.
----TWO WEEK COURSE- DEC.9~22 -SEaIONS A & I-MON. TH'ifU FRI.---
A COMPLETE SETOF Up·TO-DATE BRIEFS IS YOURSTO KEEP
---VIRGINIA COURSE- NOV. 20-DEC. 11 ---
MON. THRU FRI. - 6:15 P.M. AND 8:30 P.M.
The course provides an intensive and complete review of all the principles of law in preparation for the Virginia Bar Examination. Legal
reasoning and the development of sound logical answers are stressed during the entire course. . -
The school is conveniently located on the second floor in the new Prudential building in the heart of downtown Washington.
Tel. (202)347-7574
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Capital Gains -
The Rich Man s Burden
by Jack Hansen
Part I of this series examined the effect of Section 1202 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954. That section exempts one half of all net long term capital gains from
the income tax: In 1967 nearly 12 billion dollars qualified as tax free income under
this section. One half of one percent of all taxpayers received 5.7 billion dollars of
this tax free income or nearly 48% of the total. But the favorable tax treatment of
capital gains income does not end with the tax 'exemption granted by section 1202.
Capital gains income has long received the benefit of preferential tax rates as well. included in gross income will be taxed at ordinary income rates. In effect this means
Special Capital Gains Tax Rates that the total tax on capital gains will not exceed Y> of the top tax rate found in the
Between 1913 and 1921 long term capital gains were taxed to- individuals at the tax schedule. Thus instead of paying a maximum capital gains tax of 25%, wealthy
same rate as earned income. The Revenue Act of 1921 enacted the first special rate: taxpayers will be required to pay 35% instead.
at the election of the taxpayer, net long term capital gains (on assets held over two The House version of the Tax Reform Act, H.R. 13270, increased the holding
years) were taxable at 12Y>%. In 1934 the capital gains rate (on assets held two to period as well. The Senate Finance Committee struck the new 12 month requirement
five years) was increased to 38% and in 1936 to 48%. A reduction in the special long from the bill and retained the present 6 month limitation.
term capital gains to 30%occurredin, 1938 and to 25% in 1942. ',Arguments fro the Special Treatment of Capital Gains
Through 1969 the Code provided (section 1201) for an "alternative tax" of 25% The apologists for the present system of capital gains taxation make much of the
on net long term capital gains. In other words, no matter what a taxpayer's earned distinction between "income" and "capital." The theory is that taxing capital is
income tax rate might be he has had the optionof paying a tax on his total net long tantamount to self-destruction. When capital is used up through taxation or
term capital gains of no more than 25%. otherwise, how are we to survive much less grow?
Effect of Special Rates and Exclusion The answer to this line of reasoning might lie in pointing to the wide use of
The Table above' presents data compiled and calculated from the United States property taxes by state .and local governments. What could be more certainly a "tax
Treasury Dept. publication, "The Statistics of Iincome 1967, Individual Income Tax on capital?" Never have such taxes been higher yet economic growth goes un
Returns" and from the tax rate schedule which taxpayers use to determine their tax unabated. The users of capital so taxed generally find ways to pass the tax on to the
liability. Compare the actual tax rate paid on total income by the taxpayers in the consumer as a cost of joint business. Thus viewed, a bona fide tax on capital
several adjusted gross income classes with the theoretical tax rate from the tax' rate becomes a consumption tax and has no effect on the destruction of the capital base
schedule. While the tax rates imposed by the schedule go up to 67%, the actual tax of the country.
paid by anyone class of taxpayers does not exceed 37.1 %.' In usual effect the capital gains tax is not a tax on capital at all. Rather it is a tax
In fact, taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes of over $1,000,000 per year pay a on the trading in and speculation with property. The windfalls which result from
tax on their total income of only 31.6%. This is less than one half of the statutory such transactions are not necessarily tied to the use of capital in a productive or
rate on earned income which appears in the schedule. Instead of a constantly .output sense. Hence taxes on these gains cannot be linked to the consumer public.
progressive tax structure, the United States actually has a tax structure which turns Rather these taxes come out of the pocket of wealth and power. Extracting revenue
regressive in the higher income brackets. This known effect is solely a result of the from this source is indeed a difficult task.
special tax treatment given to capital gains. If other items excluded from gross In making a choice to tax the profits of property transactions at 'a lower
income such as uncounted municipal bond interest were considered, the picture of rate than that of earned income, Congress has made a value judgement. The
progressivity would become even more dismal. judgement is that earning money through seeking inflation in the value of assets is
Tax Reform Act of 1969 more praiseworthy than earning money by creating and selling goods and services.
Perhaps in recognition of the effect of the capital gains preferential treatment But this generalization does not always hold true. The creation and sale of certain
Congress amended the Code in the Tax Reform Act of 1969 to reduce the give-away. goods and services has found the favor of Congress in this regard.
The capital gains exclusion still remains inviolate. One. half of all net long term NEXT ISSUE-Capital Gains-The Rich Man's Burden Part 1/1. Capital Gains
capital gains during the taxable year. Capital gains above this amount which are Treatment tor Special Interest Groups.
to evince from the gathering of word. Phillip Hirschkop uses it
neat attorneys-to-be. freely and knowingly. There are
A .qather inq c6fnoted two revolutions, he tells us. The
~atto~n~ys who have risked-and one in the streets and the one
.. endured-contempt citations for in the courts. Phillip Hirschkop
going beyond the accepted is not a hypocrite. It is possible
adversarial norms, produced a for him to' truthfully say in the
statement on contempt. Part of ' same breath that if he were a
it related by Hirschkop stated, [!Iack Panther, he would take a
"The client must be represented. gun and shoot a policemen; yet
If honesty is contumacious, then he believes that his revolution is
we must be. If integrity is still in the courts. Hirschkop is
unethical, then we must be. not a violent man. He strongly
Many judges cannot impartially favors gun control. But he has
render judgements. Trial counsel the advantage over many of us in
must' be willing to interpose the "system" of having worked
himself between the bench and with those on the outside. He
his client, even in the face of does not agree with their way.
vindictive punishment. We must But he understands it.
meet the challenge· of the This is why the Phil
Phillip Hirschkop .is not an onslaught of the bench. If the H irs c h k 0 p san d his
'arrogant or cock-sure man. judge mocks justice, we cannot rnuch-rnallqned brethren are
Arrogance, in fact, was one of stand idly by." indispensable to us. They are our
the pitfalls he counseled The bench then, is where line of communication to the
committed young lawyers to Hirschkop feels the blame for people who have decided that
avoid. Hirschkop, however, does the injustices of the law come the system is worthless. For all
not equivocate. Well known for from. Judges, we were told, the courtroom pyrotechnics of
his representation of the New "reflect the worst, not the best the Kunstlers and Hirschkops,
Mobilization Committee and the of the law:' The fault is that of they are still proof that the
D.C. Nine (who pillaged the both the judges and the lawyers. System can still work to the
offices of Dow Chemical), The judges are the culprits but extent that it can reach its arm
Hirschkop was held in 'contempt they are only human, a product .--------=-----::::-----:/---:--::------'1
in the latter case when he told of a system that, as Hirschkop Student Facu ty Notes
the judge to his face (not in pointed out imprints upon them
front of the jury) that he, the the corrupting influences. Part by Tim Cook
The meeting of the Student Faculty Committee on Oct. 21,judge had made up his mind of the answer Hirschkop pointed
1970, dealt primarily with organization and planning forabout all but the sentence. Thus out in a phrase well turned, was
various SFC functions ...The four newly elected members ofwhen the noted counsel tells us "for lawyers to come to the
the 1st year class were welcomed and introduced to thethat a good lawyer must tell a bench on their feet, not on their
remainder of the Committee, and also to the SFC's goals andbigoted judge, "You, sir,are knees:'
bigoted," Hirschkop is practicing _ Heresy all! But perhaps procedures-such as they are.
what he preaches. worth reflecting on. For if it is Most of the discussion and planning was related to Chris
There are many who do not true as Hirschkop and many Berg's faculty evaluation project, and proposals for specific, if
not formal, student grievance procedures. It has beenthink highly of the Bill Kuntslers others have stated that the law
determined that the SFC will conduct a special evaluation for
and Phil Hirschkops in our aids the rich and victimizes the the upcoming tenure consideration, and also repeat last year's
profession. But then the gadfly poor; if the law is populated by end-of-semester evaluation of all classes. The differences in the
has not been popular dating in co mpetent and prejudiced
back to Socrates. For legal justices; if things in this country objectives of the two evaluations-one for tenure and the other
for student course planninq-were discussed, and thegadflies these man are truly. are a powderkeg because the
They dare to say that [usticels system has not worked, well, possibility of separate questionnaires will be resolved at the
more important than the system then, perhaps what is needed is, next meeting.
of the law itself. To many, in fact, a revolutionary change in In the area of student grievances, it has been determined
'that the SFC should function as a grievance committee. Theperhaps most, this is heresy. the attitudes of our adversarial
'next meeting will see consideration of specific operationalHowever it is just this sort of proceedings.
heresy that Hirsehkop was tryin.9 Revolution is not a loose procedures for such a function.
'Adjusted Gross Income.
Class (1967)
Total Income
,(Taxable Income
plus Capital
Gains Exclusion)
(1000'5)
Income Tax
Paid after
Credits
(1000'5)
$0 to $7.000
$7,000 to $10.000
$10,000 to $15.000
$15,000 to $20,000
$20.000 to $50,000
$50,000 to $100,000
$100,000 to $200,000
$200.000 to $500.000
$500,000 to $1.000.000
$1,000.000 Up
$64,083.100
$67,350.608
$83,844.388
$34,872.056
$45,388.911
$15.743.790
$ 6,770,601
$ 4,129,579
$ 1,504.850
$ 2,236,208
$ 9,965.198
$11,103,996
$14.627,244
$ 6,651,539
$10,281,599
$ 5,054.522
$ 2,509,081
$ 1,504.850
$ 604.643
$ 707.286
Philip Hirschkop: "If the Judge mocks justice. we cannot stand
idly by:'
Revolution in The Courts
by Jim Weigert
"You must fight bad judges.
The time has come to do so and
.to bring truth to the courts. I
don't wish to offend anyone but
the law has not allowed truth in
legal proceedings. Speak truth at
any cost or don't practice law.
Or join those lawyers who only
want to make money. Show the
integrity and guts necessary to
be good lawyers. And expect
contempt citations from bad
judges:'
- This potent mouthful is
indicative of the lesson in not
submitting to a system adjudged
inadequate, that a group of law
students received on October 16
from Phillip Hirschkop. The
setting was the Inns of Court
Program sponsored by the
George Washington and other
local chapters of the Phi Alpha
, Del taL a w F rate r n i tv.
Technically, the audience was
there to hear the noted criminal
attorney speak on "The role of
Defense Councils in Political and
Unpopular Cases:' What those
present were fortunate to hear
instead was a portrait of that
rare bird-the attorney willing to
put himself on the end of the
limb for the sake of justice ..
Actual Tax
Rate Paid on
Total Income
Joint Return
Theoretical
Tax Rate from
Tax Rate Schedule
12.2 -16.1%
16.3 -16.7%
17.4%
·18.8%
22.7%
32.1%
37.1%
36.5%
33.6%
31.6%
14.0 -17.0%
17.3 ·18.2%
20.1%
21.9%
34.1%
45.2%
55.5%
64.2%
67.1%
67.1%plus
out, even to pariahs like the
Panthers, the Chicago Seven and
the D.C. Nine. Those who find
Phillip Hirschkop a threat to The
Law 'they belleveTn had best
realize that it is when the Phillip
Hirschkops cease· to exist that
the Law will have gone down for
the count.
Phil Hirschkop is not a
pessimist, although to say he is
discouraged would not be a lie
either. But he looks to the
LSCRRC program, the legal
marshalling during
demonstrations, the legal
lobbying for peace; he finds
more than a few examples of
"the new lawyer," the new
attorney who will change things.
It is these new and young
lawyers that Phil Hirschkop was
addressing himself to on that
Friday evening at the National
Lawyers Club. It was to we
bright, spiffy emerging members
of our profession, there in our
suits, that Phillip Hirschkop
reached out to verbally. How
many of us were listening?
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Making The Library
Useable by James Krugman
It is about time that the library start acting like a library. There is· There is much talk in today's
no reason in the world why each day in the main reading room world of revolution, picking up
several hundred volumes must cover desks, chairs, tables, and the gun, and other expressions
occasionally even the floor. The lesson has been learned over the last of revolutionary fervor. Few of
four years that no matter how much you beg, plead, threaten or ask those who do the talking are
students to reshelve books there are always those few who are just serious, some of those who are
too damn lazy. Though most students do replace the materials that serious, don't realize the gravity
they use, it takes only a few students who do not to produce a of their actions. Last week's
clutter that makes the main reading room practically worthless as a ADVOCATE ran an article on
place to study. the Seattle Nine Conspiracy
What must be done apparently is that someone must, yes MUST, Trial. One of those people on
be hired to do a job that we could, but do not do for ourselves. This trial was in Washington last
-is unfortunate but we see no reason after four years of this weekend. His name is not
experience to expect anything different. If people can be hired to sit important: his thoughts are. For
and examine brief cases hour after hour, we see no reason why the purposes of this article, I'll
students could not be hired to spend an hour or two a day reshelving call him X.
books. If the work is a little harder than sitting in the hallway then X and I were both employed
let the pay be a little higher. as Regional Travellers for' The
Apparently the excuse for this not being done is that some say it Students for a Democratic
is demeaning for a law student to have to reshelve books. Nonsense! Society during our college
The work is the sort that must be done and we would expect that Careers. We spent a good deal of
there would be many students who would not mind spending a time travelling around the State
couple of hours for pay to help make the library more neat and to different college campuses
useable h a I din g me e tin gsa n d
Speaking of more useable, the Advocate also wonders why the workshops. When school ended,
loose leaf service can't be kept more up to date. It makes for I split for Europe and X split for
incredible frustration to find that current inserts are weeks and Wash ington to spread the
months late getting into the proper binders. Again this work could revolution. I am now in law
be done by students for compensation. The money to pay people to school; he is now on trial.
provide this service could hardly be better spent. When I saw him this
Finally, why is that the recent law reviews can never be found? weekend, X hadn't changed very
Do they upon' professors' offices? Are they buried under three much in the two years since I
hundred volumes of reporters in. the main reading room? Or is it had last seen him. His hair was
simply that no one gets around to putting them on the shelves longer, he looked more tired, he
because there is no one available to do the work? seemed more worried. After
If people must be hired to make this library operate efficiently getting past the long discussions
, then so be it. We don't have enough books to have so many of past events and people, we
constantly unavailable. The problem will not go away by simply., talked about his trial. He has no
ignoring it, Money must move to the hands of those who are to do faith in the system, although he
the work. It is the only way. says that he never had. There is, . I something different, however.SBA R'es0 ve s .Before when, we.,wpuldl~alk"qf, , ••• the bankruptcy of the legal and
.social systems on which America
The Student Bar Association at its meeting on Oct. 19, 1970 was operating, it took a highly
passed the following resolutions: intellectual form. We talked in
terms of systems analysis,
Marcusian philosophy, false
consciousness. We no longer do
so. Both of us have faced the
system's justice. I am free; he
knows that he may not be soon.
The discussion now centers
around people: policemen,
lawyers, judges. We talk of what
prison life is like. We.talk of the
Riot Act as a means of placing
America's youth in camps which
would effectively end the forces
of change in the country.
But, even if they were going
to put away the, minority of
young people, you say, it could
never stop a Kennedy or
McGovern or Godell. I ask,
where was Kennedy and the
others when the Chicago Trial
1 Resolved, the SBA will speak to Dean Kramer as a body to
discuss with him the crisis in student government at the Law Center.
If the SSA is not granted a sufficient voice in determining
organization budgets and a reasonable amount of power in governing
the Law Center, then the SBA will formally dissolve itself.
2 Resolved, Eric Rosen, second year representative, is appointed'
to study and rework the Green Committee's Report and to study
other avenues for student government in the Law Center. The SBA
will consider these recommendations and prepare a presentation
before the full faculty.
3 Resolved, the .president of the SBA shall immediately appoint a
secretary for the organization who shall be present at the next
meeting.
4 Resolved, Adalaide Miller, second year representative, is
appointed to lead an investigation of the salary scales of the
university with an eye towards determining whether every employee
receives a living wage, and to investigate the suppliers of the
university.
Playing With Fire
took place? Where are they now
when the Nine face
incarceration? Speeches are too
easy to make, where are they
when a life is on the line?
The same questions can be
asked of all lawyers. The Riot
Act was opposed by Attorney
General Ramsey Clark when it
was passed. It is over-broad,
vague, and an honest attempt to
infringe constitutionally
protected rights. Nixon says we
must have law and order. If that
takes stronger laws, they are
necessary and we must have
them until this wave of anarchy
and revolution ls ended. In our
system, as it has been explained
to me, we have a Constitution, a
supreme group of laws and
rights. There is no asterisk, no
exception which says these
rights are good only in times of
domestic tranquility.
The United States has taken a
turn for the' worst in the past
few years. Mass Arrests during
the demonstrations are now
commonplace. Protestors are
arrested for being on the streets
when the police, in their
ultimate wisdom feel that there
is a "clear and present danger"
of riot. Hard-hats come to
Washington to support -the
President and are allowed to
wade into a crowd, of
anti-government chanters and
beat anthem without fear of
police reprisal. During the
Mcintyre Demonstration, J
observed a hardhat macinga
demonstrator. I reported it to
Office Dubie of the Park Police.
He told me that if I could bring
the hardhat to him, he would do
something about it. With the
help of some friends, I
persuaded the hardhat to come
, with me. When we produced the
hardhat, the officer said that he
hadn't seen him do anything. We
then showed the officer the
mace, he still refused to do
anything; The officer then left
to make arrests of a group of
hippies who were under attack.
X is not on trial because he
participated in a riot. He is on
trial because he spoke against a
system which could convict
seven men in Chicago of inciting
a riot. He is now faced with the
same charge. The government
would do well to remember that
people are not programmed by
radical speeches anymore than
by Spiro's. They make up their
own minds. If I say something
with which you agree, it is my
constitutional right to say it.
What you can do with what I
have said in your own mind is
your business. I can't force you
to do my bidding. Only the
Army can do that.
The harbingers of "it can't
happen here" must learn their
lesson. It not only can, but does
happen here. It will continue to
happen here as long as you and I
allow it to. It is a luxury that as
,good _ l!lwyers" we can ,little
afford. .
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-----Men's Lib
by Lawrence Hannaway
It is time for men to be concerned about the
equal treatment of women. Two reasons for this
are that justice requires it and that men will be
the primary beneficiaries of this equality.
One of the things that men look forward to
least is the pressure that being sale provider and
"head" of the family brings. If this role were
shared, pressure on the man to "succeed" would
diminish.
To encourage women to have careers, to
'encourage the founding of day-care centers, to
encourage complete and total sexual equality will
benefit man in redefining his role in society. This
seems simple enough to understand.
Yet, the vast majority of men would rather
have women in their traditional roles. Why? Wel/,
for most men, to compete with women is a
castrating experience. They want to dominate
not compete. They may not be the hottest item
at work but at home they're king.
They may not be superior to many people,'
but because they have a penis they're superior to
5 Resolved, each student organization is responsible for funding
its own speaker program from its allocated budget.
6 Resolved, the SBA unanimously recommends that Professors
Carlson and Banzhaff receive tenure.
7 Resolved, the SSA endorses improved facilities for bicycle
parking both in front of and behind Stockton Hall.
WRITE FOR US
Know of an issue The Advocate should discuss or
. report? Find our treatment of an issue biased or
incomplete? Know someone wllo would like to'
submit an article for publication? Our pages are open
to all contributors of well-written articles expressing
any point of view. If you want to make your views or
the views of some' other community member known,
write for us. Please send your suggestions for sources
to Peter Langley, 585·6373 or Dave Schlee 671-0416.
women. The really incredible thing is that most
women encourage this by "uncle tomming."
By flirting, with all its subtle games, women
encourage men to think of them as nothing more
than receptacles for men's penises. How often
have women said to men "You're so clever to
know it's Tuesday!"
So, it's a very complicated situation. The
enemy is the "male chauvinist pig," but his
notions are constantly reinforced by the actions
of the majority of women. ,
True, women over the years have been
programmed to act a certain way with men. They
must be encouraged to change. But men, because
they have the power, must change first .
We must change. We must encourage women's
lib here in the law school as a first step. We must
encourage total equality of the sexes because we
will be the beneficiaries in the long run.
If we don't buy that argument, we should do
it because it is a just cause. I understand people
in law schools (including Admissions Directors)
occasionally care about justice.
SBA Is Surplus
by Eric Rosen
SBA Representative
As a representative from the
second year class to the SBA, I
would like to comment on the
SBA in particular and law school
government in general. My two
basic premises are that the SBA
is surplusage and that the
interests of the student body are
well represented by informal
discussions with the faculty
through the Student Faculty
Committee.
With a minimum of
profundity, I suggest that there
are three entities of importance
at the National Law Center: the
faculty, the students, and the
curriculum.
The curriculum at the
National Law Center is in- my
judgement very good. The NLC
provides the student anumber of
courses in areas that are required
by most state bar associations.
The tools by which a student
can gain the competence to
enter the legal profession are
available. In addition the faculty
and administration have
provided us with progressive
clinical courses that have
afforded many law students with
the opportunity to do their
thing.
The students at the NLC, if
they so choose, can be
instrumental in developing new
law and furthering the cause of
social justice, while acquiring the
tools of the legal profession. All
this was accomplished without a
single SBA resolution. Students
through the Student Faculty
Committee can transmit their
ideas on clinical courses and
suggested improvements in the
NLC. The SBA, then, has been
surplusage in the realm of
curriculum development and
improvement at the NLC.
The extra-curricular program
at the NLC has supplemented
the academic program in -most
meaningful ways. Every student
at the NLC, if he has sufficient
desire and motivation, can find
an 0 rganization that is
compatible and beneficial to his
particular goals.
Admittedly, the SBA must
approve the budget for the
groups. This semester is one half
over and the budget has not
been approved. Such groups as
the Advocate, Van Vleck, BLSA,
the National Lawyer's Guild,
The Environmental Law Society,
and all others have no money.
To be sure the SBA has been
plagued with internal dissension.
However, its much maligned and
castigated president could have
provided an iota of thrust and
the SBA could triumphantly
have accomplished its one and
only task. But, alas, he didn't.
The solution to the problem
is simple. Since Dean Kramer
disposes of 2/3 of the Student
Activities fee, he (in about 30
minutes) could quickly, fairly,
and efficiently allocate the
remaining third. All the NLC's
organizations could have their
money by Sept. 15.
The second group of
importance at the NLC is the
faculty. Approaching the half
way mark of my third semester,
I have a few complaints about
the faculty. Any complaints that
I have had, were transmitted to
them via the course evaluation
forms. Serious complaints about
faculty members can now be
handled through the mechanism
of the. statement of Student
Rights and Responsibility,
approved by the Board of
Trustees.
Minor complaints and gripes
could be transmitted to the
faculty through the Student
Faculty Committee. With regard
to tenure, the Student Faculty
Committee could convey the
sentiments of the student body
to the faculty. Clearly, then, the
SBA is surplusage and the
Student Faculty Committee is
best equipped to deal with the
areas of mutual concern.
The third group of
importance at the NLC is the
student body. The SBA plays no
part in their selection. Through
the auspices of the Student
Faculty Committee, students
could accompany faculty on
their recruitment trips.
In short the NLC runs well
without the SBA. The real
power at the law school in most
cases is being exercised wisely
and constructively in the best
interests of the NLC.
Since the SBA is surplusage, I
agree with Jim Coleman and
Channing Hartelius that the SBA
ought to be dissolved.
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Incompetency With The Budget
by Rod Borwick
Advocate Contributing Editor
01e half of the first semester
has passed and the Student Bar
Association has still
appropriated no money for.anv
student organization. It is very
unfortunate that we have moved
so slowly on this matter,
however, arrangements have
been made to this week draw a
budget.
In order to discuss all the
appro pri ati on proposals
meaningfully an executive
committee was appointed to
draw up 'a proposed budget,
which will be submitted to the
entire assembly for
consideration.
The committee will base its
budget proposal upon the
presentations of all the student
groups who testified and
submitted expenditure lists to
the Student Bar Association
some weeks ago.
The task which this
committee has is formidable, for
while the Student Bar
Association has some ten
thousand plus dollars which it
may allocate, the requests fro
money which we received run
over thirty thousand dollars.
The upsetting thing is that
most of the money requested is
not padding, nor is it composed
of unrealistically high figures in.
terms of what the programs will
cost each group. Rather almost
every budget request is asking
the bare minimum-an amount
riecessaryonly to' maintain the
organization in question.
Clearly, as Student' Bar
Association members, we will be
placed in a bind no matter how
we allocate funds. Few
organizations ,will be able to
receive the total monies
requested.
This is distressing to me
personally, for feel many of the
new programs requests ahve
great merit and I am unwilling to
see them fold up simply because Mr. Smith: We specialize in tax and corporate law.
of our inability to provide them -c, Activist: I've always wanted to go into tax and corporate law,
seed monty. . and I feel that I have talent in this area. (Abbie forgive me; I know
These budget problems could n~t what I say).
be remedied when one realizes Mr. Smith: What courses have you had in preparation for this
that the ten thousand dollars type of work?
allocated to the Student Bar Activist: I found Corporate Law very interesting, and I plan to
Association for distribution take Federal Income Tax -next term. (I hated every minute of
represents but one third of the Corporate Law. All the capitalist 'pigs think about is how to
total revenue taken in by the maximize profits. As for Federal Income Tax, I'll never take that
payment of yearly activity fees course as long as Hambrick and Weaver are the only profs teaching
the course).
Mr. Smith: We have prominent clients, such as General Motors,
CBS, and Ralph Williams Used Cars.
Activist: I'm really impressed. (I worked like hell on Campaign
GM, and the only used car salesman I despise more than Ralph
Williams is Richard Nixon).
Mr. Smith: Tell me, Andrew, what have been some of your
activities at Law School?
Activist: I wrote for the Advocate, I was in the Van Vleeck
competition, and I did Legal Aid work. (I was also the author of the
radical graffiti inthe third floor men's room).
Mr. Smith: By any chance did you have any Law Review
experience at Georgetown?
Activist: No sir, I was not eligible to-compete for Law Review at
George Washington. (Even if I was eligible I wouldn't have
competed. Law Review articles are so boring that I once feel asleep
in the john reading the table of contents).
Mr. Smith: I guess you'd like to work down on Wall Street, where
our firm is located?
Activist: Oh sure. Wall Street is really where it's at for young
lawyers. (If you like your head kicked in by some hard hat
demonstrator).
Mr. Smith: We have three hundred applicants for two postitions
in our firm, so don't call us we'll call you.
Activist: I understand the competition is tough. (You bastard.
Why'd you waste my time giving me a blurb for your law firm when
you know I've got no chance?). .
Mr. Smith: Well, it was nice speaking to you, young man.
Activist: Shove it. (Shove it). -
Assaulted
Generally law students are
expected to behave as reasonable
men. When a law student is
confronted with a situation, no
matter how irritating or
i nffammatory, he should
respond rationally. Physical
violence serves no useful
function in promulgating an
atmosphere which is receptive to
rational discourse,
Last week, Colonel Donald
Haid essentially expressed the
above point of view in a letter to
the Editor wherein he stated:
"Just as the physician is
admonished to heal himself, it
seems to me that lawyers and
law students should make every
effort to conduct themselves so
that neither their morals nor
their manners will distract from
their professional standing."
At the last SBA meeting,
Haid's behavior betrayed his
lofty ideals. Refusing to be
bound by Robert's Rules of
Order, which controlled the
other members of the SBA, Haid
verbally abused me after I had
raised a point of order.
Dissatisfied by the fact that the
rules of the forum precluded
such outbursts, Haid, after the
meeting was over, ripped my
shirt, caused injury to me with
his stogie, and shouted
obscenities which were
inappropriate to an SBA
meeting. Such behavior by an
SBA member should not be
tolerated.
If the law school
re presentative system of
. government sinks to the level of
physical 'violence, then it is little- .
wonder that hard hats attack
peaceful marchers, that police
beat peaceful protestors, and
that military men shoot
students.
If the assembly cannot
proceed without fear of physical
violence and intimidation by
members of that assembly, then
I can see no justifiable reason to
attend those meetings. Perhaps
either armed guards should be
present at our meetings to
restrain those anarchists who
refuse to work within the SBA
system, or the assembly should
be dissolved.
The difference between
rational human beings and
animals is that the former resort
to rational discourse to solve
their problems, while the latter
resort to Violence.
Channing J. Hartelius
3rd Year SBA Representative
.to the law school. The balance
. of the money is allocated by the
Dean but I see no reason why
this should continue to be so.
For this reason I have
proposed an approach to the
assembly that I hope will be
adopted at the budget meeting
this week. It is based on three
premises. First: There are many
new organizations making valid
budget requests for worthy
projects.
Second: The current budget
which the Student Bar
Association has to work with is
is inadequate to provide for
these requests.
Third: The Student Bar
Association should have greater
control over the money which
law students pay in activity fees
expecting that it will be used in
the form of student activities.
Taking these premises into
account I have recommended
that rather than trying to
allocate money based upon our
ten thousand dollar ceiling, we
should draw up a budget which
reflects the legitimate needs of
the organizations which have
applied for funding.
Undoubtedly, such a budget
will run over the ten thousand
dollar figure, but realistically
speaking, I know it will certainly
not approach the thirty
. thousand dollar amount I
mentioned earlier.
In any case, after arriving at a
figure which I expect might be
somewhere around fifteen
thousand dollars, I would
propose going to Dean Kramer
or perhaps the faculty as a whole
(though honestly I doubt if they
have power in the matter) and
present to them the the
reasoning behind o u r
appropriations with a request for
the balance of funds.
It would seem to me that by
such a presentation, one might
reasonably expect to receive a
funding increase, for it hardly
seems unreasonable to propose
that the Student Bar Association
should not be able to allocate to
student activities at least one
half of student monies.
If we are denied the increase,
theri I suppose that we must sit
down and again re-work the
budget based this time not on a
. need but rather upon an
artificially imposed ceiling over
which we have no control.
This would be most
unfortunate not only in terms of
the destruction which it will
cause to many valid programs
but also in terms of wasting
more valuable time.
Railroading.
An Activist
by David Kaufman
Andrew Activist has had two glorious years at GW Law School.
He has sued the ..bastards, participated in all the D.C. peace
demonstrations, and has even dabbled in revolutionary politics. Now
that he's a third year student, however, thethoughtthat he might not
have a job this time next year has struck fear in his heart. His
mediocre academic record has not put him in the best of bargaining
positions, so he's signed up for any and all interviews in sight. He is
called up for the following interview, and our candid microphone
catches this dialogue (with Andrew's thoughts parenthecized):
Mr. Smith: Hello, Mr. Activist. I'm interviewing for the firm of
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe. We don't believe in "railroading"
young men into joining our firm.
Activist: That's funny, sir. (And I thought no one had a worse
sense of humor than Jimmy Starrsl,
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American Nightmare
to vote," but he was denied
voting rights; "1 should be able
to buy a new car," but he had
no job; and "1 should have a new
refrigerator," but he had no
food.
New problems are created
daily, blown out of proportion,
increasing our sense of
frustration. A noted professor
throws out the novel idea that
" ... the increased flow of
information and efficient
techniques of instant
co-ordination need not
necessarily prompt greater
concentration of 'power within,
some ominous control agency ...
but the contrary is true whereby
a greater devolution of authority
is technically possible ..." But the
commission's inability to .even
doubt the American way of
government is tailored nicely to
the civil disobedience report
denouncing disobedience as
anarchistic.
Of importance in the struggle
for change is the analysis of the
protest movement. I relate the
last paragraph of the chapter on
the Anti·War Protest-15 " ...Yet
if the Vietnam war is sustained
by policy makers in the face of
worldwide indignation and the
apparent apathy of the soldiers
who must fight it, it seems
reasonable to suppose that the
movement's current mood of
disenchantment with existing
institutions will both generate
new forms of militancy and
spread into segments of the
American public, creating
possibilities for social changes
which neither the movement's
supporters nor its opponents
have yet imagined ... "
The Commission on Violence
also reported that: " ...The most
one can do is extrapolate from
recent itendencies and add that
American society at large-and
especially the makers of national
policy-will finally determine
whether the movement's
desperation will be accentuated
or overcome ..." It has definitely
been the Administation's
response to denounce
unfavorable comment by
attacking the media as well as
the dissenters. A concrete
example is the Administration's
posture during the November
Move, which saw upward from
250,000 persons in the capitol.
An instance of community
response to demonstration closer
to the University is the TDA
protest following the sentencing
of the Chicago 7. Judicially the
picture looked poor" ...The
district government's chief
prosecutor asserted yesterday
that police arrested many
demonstrators in last weeks
"Chicago Seven" protests here
without any evidence that they
broke the law ..." In some cases-
arrests were obtained as persons
standing in their own dorm
lobby were clubbed by police
and later charged with assault.
The district police acted exactly
as Professor Skolnik warned
them not to in the
repor~-:"'~'~,.racFcalization.of the * -ofstock: ,;" .' ;ii ":,
!Ii Her biggest problem, she says, is getting people to consign
~t:current law books in sufficient quantity to meet the needs of
~:f the students. -,
]: When a consignor brings his books in, Miss Haid simply asks
m::: for name, address, and telephone number and the desired price
t~for each book. Although the essence of the consign met system
proceeding in compliance with ~fi calls for the consignor to set his own price, Michael is able to
the order. On July 22, 1970, mm furnish such helpful information as the current new book
GASP filed a motion to iti price, the going rate for used copies, and-most
reactivate the complaint and :f: important-whether the book is still being used.
commence proceedings, which, ~1 At regular and frequent intervals, successful consignors are
produced nothinq except the ~tnotified that their books have been sold and are promptly paid
prompt objections of the ~itby check. The young proprietressreceives fifty cents from the' t:
respondent bus companies. if! consignor for each book sold. Although this is somewhat fi:
There are now, at long last, t~:modest compensation for the time and service that she it:
some developments to report. :f~furnishes, Michael has high hopes that she will be able to build !f:
The study of the Commission it a clientele of satisfied' buyers and consignors as time goes on. !~!~!!,
staff was released on October ::::::::::=:::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::;::;::::;:;:;;::::;:;:::;:::::::::::::::::;;;:;:::::;:;:::::::;:;:::::::::::::;:::::;:::;:;:;:::::::::;:::;:::::;:::;:::::::::::::~::::::::::::;:::::::::::::;:::~~:::
31st-approximately ,10 months
after it had been proposed. Page
one of the study proposed three
areas of concern: First, the
adequacy of existing procedures
used by each bus company for
the control of air pollution;
second, whether pollution
controls in addition to those
currently encompassed by
existing regulations might be
appropriate; and finally, whether
any companies were in violation
of any existing regulations.
The aims of the staff study
were excellent. and it is
unfortunate that nowhere in the
Columbia student body during
the 1968 crisis ...But is was not
the violence itself that was so
horrible-despite the many
pictures in the papers of
bleeding students, not one
required hospitalization. It was
the capriciousness of the final
action. The police simply ran
wild. Those who tried to say
they were innocent bystanders
or faculty were given the same
flailing treatment as the
students. For most of the
students, it was their first
encounter with brutality and
blood, and they responded in
fear and anger ... ln a few hours,
thanks to the New York City
Police Department, a large part
of the Columbia campus had
become radicalized .. ." In
Washington the response has not
only further "disenchanted" the
protestors, but radicalized them
as well.
Contrary to what kooks
might be attracted to the protest
movements, " ...The current
student generation is more
morally and politically serous,
and better educated, than the
generation of the 1950'5. Its
participation in the civil rights
movements, in the Peace Corps,
and in unversity protest reflects
and idealism expressed in direct
action ...research indicates that
activists have usually been good
students with liberal ideals not
unlike those of their parents ... "
A letter in response to a story
in the New York Tirnes. explains
vi)lidly;~0":V,a,U,§.;"sol~ierikiH\!d
GASP Nears A Public Hearing
On August 21, 1969, the
Greater-Washington Alliance to
Stop Pollution, Inc. (GASP)
filed a _formal complaint against
all bus companies under the
jurisdiction of the Washington
Metropolitan Area Transit
Commission, charging them with
unwarranted air pollution in
violation of the Commission
regulations relating to exhaust
emissions. The complaint also
sought enactment of any
additional rules to prevent
aggravation of air pollution
problems in the District of
Columbia.
Now, some year and a half
later, when the original GASP
members have graduated and
have' been replaced by a new
group of law students, the
organization begins to
appreciate the 0 Id
administrative doctrine of
exhaustion of litigants. The
history is worth repeating-in
brief form-for the benefit of
those interested in clinical
17.
proj ects, particularly those
involving some type of
administrative hearing and
decision.
The complaint was followed
by motions to dismiss, which
were denied, and a pre-trial
hearing was held on January 8,
1970. At the hearing it was
agreed that the formal complaint
be held in abeyance, pending a
study by the WMATC staff to
determine the adequacy of
respondents' - present exhaust
emission controls and - the
feasibility of additional
pollution controls. The order
stated that "We expect the staff
study to be accomplished
expeditiously:' A target date of
May 8, 1970, was set, allowing
four months for the completion
of the study.
By the middle of July the
study had not been. completed;
worse, there had been no report
of progress or explanation of the
delay, save a terse note stating
that the Commission was
RELAX AWAY FROM YOUR BOOKS
Special Student -Faculty Rates
'Danish Delight Special
MASSAGE SALON
Comfortable Atmosphere, - Plush Surroundings
Arlington Health Spa
920-9163
10 A.M.·10 P.M.
3219 N. Columbia Pike
Arlington, Virginia
(near S. Glebe Road)
an American who he believed off her knees before a bullet
was serving with the Vietcong. keeps her down to stay? How
He said, "1 saw the Caucasian in man y tim e s will she
the river starting to get on his cry-help-before we strike her
knees and he said, 'Help down. We can't continue to turn
me...Help!..: He started to say it our backs on the multiplying
again and I opened up on him ..." problems by stifling dissent and
The question, remains, how pretend that we just couldn't
many times can America get up see.
Michael Haid, Book Exchange Mgr.
Consign Your Books
Anyone who has had occasion to stop by the S.B.A. Book
Exchange in Harlan-Brewer House on a Tuesday or Thursday
afternoon (3:00 to 7:00 p.m.) has been pleasantly assisted by
a young lady named Michael Haid. The attractive Miss Haid, a
freshman in the Columbian College, will acknowledge a
relationship with an obscure law student who bears the same
surname. She is much more interested, however, in helping her
visitors find the books that they need and in urging them to
consign their old books to meet the present and future needs
of the law students.
The visitor is quickly impressed by Michael's neat and
efficient organization and management of a student service
which has long been a headache to the S.B.A.
The customer no longer has to search through a fumble of
material to find the book he needs. All one has to do is
mention the course and the professor and Michael responds
entire study is there discussion
of the adequacy of existing
procedures utilized by the bus
companies. From GASP's point
of view, it is also disappointing
that the study found no
violations of existing regulations;
indeed, it found the regulations
as they stand unenforcable, due
to lack of any precise
smoke-emissions standards.
However, the conclusion listed
eleven suggestions "offered not
as representing a final set of
standards, but merely as a basis
for further inquiry, with the
carriers and other parties, to the
end that a meaningful set of
standards by developed."
The suggestions, despite the
ev ident reluctance to state
anything definitive, are excellent
and in co r porate the great
majority of those originally
proposed by GASP. It was
therefore agreed, at a second***********************
* *GET OFF YOUR APATHY* U~ ** ************************
prehearing conference on
November 5th, that' GASP
would drop the allegations of
violations of existing regulations,
without prejudice, provided that
a satisfactory schedule for the
rule-making procedure be
established. The final schedule
will be issued within
approximately thirty days.
It appears, then, that after a
year and a half of effort, GASP
is somewhat closer to a public
hearing and the eventual goal of
closer control of bus emissions
by the Transit Commission. It is
a long process, but one fact is
most important: there were
several first year law students at
the latest hearing, who had
actively participated in the
GASP preparation. That fact, it
is to be hoped, was not lost
upon either the bus companies
or the Commission.
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Stern Public Interest law Firm
policies at Federal City College
and air pollution. While the
efforts of the firm are focused
on the Washington area, the
effects of their litigations may
have national impact.
by Brad Berger "The Stern Firm was
The Stern Community Law established under a grant of
Firm is a new concept in public $150,000 from the Philip M.
"interest law. The firm began its Stern Family Fund. The grant
operations in July, 1970 under ".actually goes to the Lincoln
Memorial Congregational
the directorship of Monroe Temple and the Church in turn
Freedman, Professor of Law at engages the law firm to handle
the G.W.U, Law School. The public interest litigation. The
primary purpose of the firm is to firm hopes to handle cases that
effect change in the existing other groups such as
social system through court Neighborhood Legal Services
and Legal Aid cannot handle.
Iitigation. During the four
months since its inception the Six full-time lawyers are
staff members of the Stern presently working at the firm.
One of these is a recent graduate
of the Law School, Mary Ann
Efr ovrnson Stein. She is
presently involved ip problems
dealing with housing and health.
Monroe Freedman
Community Law Firm have
instituted litigation in the
following areas: job
discrimination, unfair admissions
CORPORATION I from p.l
In addition to the six full-time
lawyers there is also a las student
program in which students from
.the area law schools work and
study for credit. This project is
being coordinated by Howard
. Rochestie, a second year student
at the Law School. The objective
of the program is to familiarize
students with the clinical aspects
of law. By working with the
attorney in whose field they
have an interest and/or
expertise, their talents are
utilized in the public interest.
The students are active within
the firm, taking part in decisions
regarding operation and cases.
Among the projects
underway, several have already
produced positive results. In the
Federal City College case the
unrepresented D.C. students
who were suddenly denied the
right to register for courses at
the college were represented by
the firm. The firm as successful
in obtaining relief for these
students enabling some to enroll
at the college.
In another action, the firm is
trying to obtain an injunction to
stop the D.C. Air Pollution
Division from violating the Air
Quality Control Act. Another
project is the Clearing House.
This is a file consisting of input
from all area firms interested in
public interest law. It is available ,1- --'
for use by any law firm wishing
to check or verify information.
Rather than making studies
or reports, the Stern Law Firm
hopes that through lawsuits it
will be able to solve some of the
problems in the District of
Columbia.
Stan Herr, Stern Attorney
It's Dying
technocracy, without nobility of shadow of the hydrogen complicity in the rape of the which he must exist. And, to the
purpose-and they felt that most bomb-reared during a long and environment and the destruction more conservative businessmen
of our troubles stem from cheerless war-educated by of the good life.. From who regard such a view as
economic competition which television in the horrors of detergents to DDT; from heresy; he says, "What seems
puts profit above service. po v e r t y, vi 0 len ce , a nd mercury in the water to fly ash economically irresponsible to
Twenty years ago, by pollution-the generation now in the air; from oil spill in the today's cost conscious
refusing to pay him $40 a week, entering the corporate world will Pacific to fish kill.in Lake Erie - executives will look very
the corporation was able to never swallow the line that the American industrial giant responsible to tomorrow's
dispose of Willie Loman and earnings per share is the measure seems to stumble from disaster managers, who will consider
hound him to his death. It is of all things good. to disaster. The cigarettes it additional values."
dramatic irony, to say the least, Sweetening the stockholders produces by the billions cause It is this consideration of
that this year giant General equity is to them insufficient ccancer;the breakfast foods it additonal values that the
Motors paid $400,000 in justification for corporate seductively urges upon small profit-oriented corporate
damages to Ralph Nader as the existence. Though the children are apparently without manager has traditionally been
price for its failure to hound him generation of jobs and wealth is nutritional value; its automobiles unwilling to undertake-to his
into. .sllence; All the Willie still regarded by them as the turn the atmosphere into a lethal great and everlasting detriment.
Lomans of the world must have major concern of business. a fog and its waste matter He failed to regard the
cheered at the news. And the growing number of young threatens to transform the working man as more than
corporate ideal received yet managers feel acutley that the pleasant land into a junk another toot of production, and
another nail in its coffin. profit motive and social yard It can, of course, be brought about the rise of the
The new management responsibility are often in argued that the responsibility of labor union.
generation is far less docile and conflict. Theyargue-persuasively business is simply to mind the He failed to take account of
unquestioning than any before. that moral neutrality is store, while it is the function of his responsibbility for the safety
The valuesoLtheyoung, reared. inevitably immoral, just as we government to deal with society. and quality of his product and
in affluence, are a far cry" from have argued for years that Many businessmen today object brought about federal legislation
those of their fathers whose profitability without growth is strenuously to corporate which imposed harsh standards
sweat created the affluence. As .inevitablv loss. The corporation, involvement in not-for-money- upon him.
Tony Athos has written in a they say, cannot operate in an profit social endeavors, or even He failed to understand that
provocative article for the ethical vacuum, but must profit endeavors with a socially· child labor was creating _an
Harvard Business Review include social responsibility in responsible overtone. These, unbearable social cost, though it
entitled "Is the Corporation its decision-making process. they feel s : sincerelY,are kept his own wage levels down
Next to Fall?", The rewards of Without attempting to argue properly the conce!ns of and so he brought about
achievement ... savored by the the merits of our policies in governments or foundations, ~r unrealistic child labor laws.
fathers who wrought it are Southeast Asia, I would say that ~hu~ch~s, or other non-profit He did not recognize his
merely taken for granted by the industrial involvement in Viet msntutrons. obligation to train and hire the
sons who have benefited from Nam war production has been a I disagree. I hold with Peter minority members of our
it." Instead of satisfaction with prime factor in alienating youth Drucker that the job of the society-and he and we are
their own success and security. fro m the cor po rat e government" is to propose reaping the whirlwind of that
the new generation demands establishment. While President directions for society and to neglect.
that corporations share their Eisenhower's warning against the legislate the rewards and He did not think it necessary
wealth with the poor and dnagers of a military-industrial penalties into being. But it is the to pro v ide equal ity of
contribute more directly to complex was abstract and role of enterprise to act, to opportunity for women, and he
righting the wrongs that our philosophical, the sight and manage, to innovate and to bring is now being forced by law and
industrial society has created. sound of destruction by bomb, about social change. This,' after outcry to do so.
Although there are onlv bullet and napalm produced by all, is what business men are He did not respond to the
sporadic signs of actual revolt that complex has created a crisis supposed to be good at doing. "revulsion of the public against "
. h f pollution of land, air and watera g a' n s t t e corporate 0 conscience@mong most As a matter of historical fact,. A until he was forced to take heed.bureaucracy, a growing rnericans. one of the reasons why we have
d d· . facti B fa And even now, he onlyrestlessness an issatts action ut armament manu acturers big government today is because
are mainfest among the best of have always been a terget for the private enterprise, lacking the grudgingly takes first steps to
reduce his most obvious insultsour youth-and even some of idealists of every society and perception of its own mission,
T A h ' to the environment.their elders as well. ony t os every generation. Anti-war shirked' for so long its
vision -of junior executives 00 sentiment alone cannot explain ': environmental and social The list is long and not very
Pleasant to' contemplate. It isthe ram pa ge -d isrupting the deep and widespread responsibilities.
meeti ngs, singing songs, concern and discontent that is In a discussion of the future not a record of statesmanship,
demanding defiance of decisions prevalent today. Its source is far role of the businessman, Asa but one of the narrowest
they desagree with-may be closer to home-in the air we K now Ie s , Pre sid e n t of parochialism, an abdication of
somewhat far-fetched at the breathe-the water we drink-the Northeastern University, says social responsibility in the name
moment- but aeneration whose land we live on. It is where that industry will find that social of profits.
here is Ralph Nader is not going quantity of production meets considerations will far outweigh I believe we must apply a
to tolerate for long corporate quality of life that the battle line technical concerns in the 1970's. value system for technology in
neutrality on the most urgent" against the modern corporation The businessman of the future, some form if we are to survive
issues of the day. has been drawn. he says, will be spending less the "future shock" which now
Many of these issues fall Every day's headline or time on the technical operation Ihas us in its grip. Otherwise, we
under the general heading of 'televislon news program brings of his enterprise and more time - will be overwhelmed by
"quality of life." Bornunderthe new evidence of corporate- on the social environment in 'change-buried by our own
·SBA Election
.Results
.
1st Yr Day Rep,:
1. Clyde Woodrow Rea
2. Jessica J. Josephson
3. Joel S. Schecter
3rd Yr Day Rep,:
1. Philip Tabas
1st Yr. Evening Rep.:
1. Mark H. Lynch
2nd Yr, Evening Rep.:
Richard J. Byrd
3rd Yr, Evening Rep.:
Vincent E. Treacy
4th Yr. Evening Rep.:
William M. Reid
excessive ingenuity and
productivity. If a new process.
or product, or system or mode
of transportation or method of
communication or form of
habitation is to be created, it
must meet six criteria, or
approximations of the same:
(1) Is it useful - rather than
wasteful, redundant, or actually
superfluous?
(2) Is it efficient -rather
than simply noisy, garish, or
ornamental?
(3) Is it flexible - rather than
forcing permanent changes on
the environment to accomodate
it? ~
(4) Is it an amenity - does it
enhance life rather than
contribute to strain and
discomfort?
(5) Is it relevant'....;.· does it
serve real needs rather than
those which have been artificially
induced simply to create a
market.
(6)/s it modest - is it
human in its scale, adaptable to
comfortable modes of life - or
will it escalate the
dehumanization of society
through speed, noise, size or
power?
These are not the only
criteria that can be applied to
the works of man, but they are
as good as any, and better than
most we have been using in the
past. The profit incentive is still
the most vital ingredient in
corporate success - and I do not
suggest we abandon it. But
values - humane and ethical -
are the essential requirement for
corporate survival.
The corporation need not die
- unless it is blind to the threats
to its, survival - unless it
becomes responsive to a vision
of a humane society in which
every Willie Loman is counted
and in which every Willie Loman
.counts. The corporation can no
longer hold itself aloof from
society, nor can the corporate
,manager measure his success in
costs cut or profits maximized.
"Business as usual" is obsolete,
and we must recognize this stern
fact before, as Norman Cousins
has said, modern man becomes
.obsolete as well.
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20th Street N.W ... by Bill Curle
doctor never suspected that
criminal charges would be
brought. Only a civil action to
get the War Tax, thought he.
Little matter that no one had
ever been convicted under the
"false filing" statute, though
obviously many false claims have
been filed. What mattered was'
that the government did not
want to play this game with Dr.
Shea. What it did want to do was
to teach him a lesson for being a
little too outspoken.
So the good Dr. Shea was
convicted on September 29 of
the criminal charge,
notwithstanding the fact that no
criminal intent had been shown.
The one year prison sentence
(maximum) was merely icing on
the cake, but enough to give any
potential dissenter second
thoughts about disagreeing with
his govern~ent.
GW Student Rep: Dave Meyers, 525-8747
Bar Review, Inc.
638·1955
412 Fifth Street, NW
The War Tax
by David Schlee
\dvocate Copy Editor
United States District
Court for the Northern District.
of Virginia, Judge Owen R.
Lewis presiding. Enter Dr. James
M. Shea Jr., one-time professor
. of philosophy at George Mason
College and current
moralist-in-residence at the
Washington Peace Center.
The reason for Dr. Shea's
appearance in federal court was
a little game he tried to play
with the Internal Revenue
Service. The game goes
something like this.
It is virtually impossible to
avoid paying the War Tax. If one
outright refuses, the government
will simply take whatever he has.
in satisfaction of the tax
anyway. ,
It therefore becomes a great
moral issue, given the fact that
the tax must be paid, whether or
not one pays' voluntarily. Civil
disobedience of a sort.
The best way to do this is to
find some way to avoid the
withholding provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code, so that
the government will be forced to
come to the taxpayer and go
through many courts and a good
deal of red tape along the way.
This puts the taxpayer in a
strong moral position because he
has made the government go'to
as much trouble as possible to
get his money; It leaves his
hands clean because he has not
Gooperated with the War
Machine.
(He also has the additional
satisfactlon of knowing that if
enough people do this, the entire
decadent bureaucracy can be
toppled under the w_eight of its
own red tape.)
Dr. Shea's approach was
simple. He merely asked his
employer (which at the time was
George Mason College) how,
many dependants he would have
to claim to avoid any
withholding. Twenty was the
answer. And twenty dependants
was exactly what James Shea,
married and father of four,
claimed.
(When later asked' the
identity of the other fourteen
dependants, Shea said they were
numerous unnamed black and
poor pimple in this country and
the peasants of South Viet
Nam.)
. Shea's employer was
somewhat dubious and called
IRS for advice on how to
proceed. IRS, "perhaps" noting
Shea's outspoken oriticism of
the War, told his employer to go
right ahead and pay him on the
basis of twenty dependants
(entraprnenttl. Which was done,
and Dr. James M. Shea Jr. soon
found himself in federal court
defending against a criminal
charge of "fiIing a false claim for
exemption."
Now this is where the game
breaks down, for the good
BRI
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